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Pairing Approximation for p3/2+ and f7/2- Nuclear Shells

Przybliżenie sił pairing dla powłok jądrowych p3/2+ i f1/2~ .

Приближение парных сил для р3/2+ и f7/2— оболочек

1. INTRODUCTION

The pairing forces treated as a residual interaction between nucleons 
moving in the common potential are known as having the properties of 
a short-range interaction. The idealisation of the interaction is rewarded 
by the possibility of exact calculation of their matrix elements between 
any of the states in mixing configurations of identical nucleons 
j"1 jn2~ ••• The structure of the ground and excited states depends 
on the allowed transition of nucleon pairs coupling to J — 0. After having 
calculated all matrix elements one can diagonalise the pairing Ha
miltonian.

In this paper we restricted the problem to the consideration of two 
shells only. The main properties of the pairing interaction can be seen 
even under this restriction, and, on the other hand, uncertainty introduced 
by the assumption of pairing interaction seems to be much greater than 
the uncertainty made by the assumption of two shells.

To diagonalise the pairing Hamiltonian we exploited the quasi-spin 
formalism first used for the same purpose by Kerman, Lawson, 
and Macfarlane [1]. Pairing Hamiltonian allows for introducing of 
the R a c a h [2] and Flowers [3] seniority scheme. The low energy 
levels are those with seniority equal to zero (even nuclei) and one (odd 
nuclei). Both cases were considered but the attempt of comparison with 
few experimental data was carried out for odd nuclei with seniority 
equal to one and with identical nucleons on p32+ and f72— shells.
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2. THE QUASI-SPIN FORMALISM

The quasi-spin formalism introduced by A n d e r s о n [4] and Wada, 
Takano, F о к u d a [5] in the theory of superconductivity was applied 
in the nuclear problem by Kerman, Lawson, Macf ar lane [1] 
and Helmers [6]. We will briefly repeat the method in the form 
appropriate to our case.

The pairing Hamiltonian for the jn configuration of equivalent 
nucleons can be written as

H = -GQ+Q_ (1)
where

Q+= S a+_m Q- = (Q+)+, (2)
m >o

G is the strength of the pairing forces, and a ; are the creation 
and annihilation operators of the particle in the state j, m.

If we add to the operators (2) all those of the type a + a i. e., 

- a- a. a. a- ==a
m о m о

OJ „ Oj „ “ “T m — q (3)j — m j — m m n 3 —m — Vм/m J *** u

we can easily check that they form a complete set of infinitesimal 
operators whose algebra is the Lie algebra associated with the orthogonal 
group H(4). The R(4) group is, however, isomorfic to the direct product 
of f?(3) X R(3). This can be seen also in the frame of the Lie algebra 
after taking the linear combinations

amam+ 2

\m > о m > о /

q0 = 4 ( amam- Z a-m a-m] (4)

where we omitted the repeating index j. The operators Q+, Q_, Qo as well 
as q+, q_, qo form the complete sets of infinitesimal operators of the 
R(3) group, and thus they have property of angular momentum operators. 
Moreover, the Hamiltonian given by (1) does not depend on the vector q 
and commutes with it. Therefore, eigenstates of the H with different 
eigenvalues q are degenerated.

The eigenvalue of the H in the state labelled by quantum numbers 
Q and Qo is

E = -g|q(Q + 1) -q2o + qo[ (5)
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where Qo = y(n-2) (6)

n is the number of particles of the system, 
s is the seniority number, 
Q = j + 1/z.

For the configuration of n particles within two shell ji, j2 --2) 
the pairing Hamiltonian is

H = 2s(po+y22j-G(Q++P+)(Q_+p_) (7)

where e is the single particle difference of the energy of the two levels 
ji, j2 i. e. e = E(j2) — E(ji). The operators P., P_, Po are the quasi-spin 
operators for the j2 (fl2) shell. The single particle energy in (7) is taken 
with respect to the ji level.

If we introduce the vector
J = Q + P 8.
/ Й, \

we get H=2dPo+—L -GJ. J_ (9)
\ " /

and the problem becomes similar to the problem of adding two quasi-spin 
vectors. But if we try to construct the base diagonal in Q2, P2, J2, Jo 
instead of that diagonal in Q2, Qo, рг, Po by means of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients

1 qp’jjo>=7 ciX₽po i QQo, ppo>> d o)

we gain nothing as the H is diagonal neither in the | Q Qo, P Po^> nor 
in the I Q P, J Jo> base. Thus we start with the | Q Qo, PP„> base 
and calculate all the non-vanishing matrix elements of the H. The states . 
IQ Qo, PP„> differ from one another by the excitation of one pair, 
two pairs, etc. to a higher level. The excitation of one pair is described 
by the change of Qo by —1 and Po by +1. The Hamiltonian (9) has 
non-zero matrix elements between those states which either are the 
same or differ from one another by the excitation of one pair, because 
the operator J J_ = J2—J2o + Jo produces the changes in Qo and Po
just of 0 or ± 1.

Writing explicitly we get
J+J_ I QQO, ppo > = {(Q+Qo) (Q— Qo+i)+(p+po) (P-P0+l)} lQQ0, ppo> 

+ {(Q + Qo+1 ) (Q - Qo) (P+Pc) (P - Po+1)}121 QQ0+1, PPO-1 >

+ {(Q+Qc)(Q-Qo+1)(p + po+1)(p po)}’2|QQo-bppo + 1>- (4> 
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This streightforward formula enables us to calculate all the non-zero 
matrix elements of (9).

To diagonalise the Hamiltonian we must resolve the secular equation 
of the type

(12)

In the first approximation of one pair excitation, the equation (12) gives 
at once

ДЕ =|(H22 — Hu)2 +4Ą}12 (13)

If we take as an example we obtainQ =Q =1^0
I 2 2 ’

ДЕ = l[e - (ß - 1) G + ß2G2] J’2 (14)
The formula (14) was derived by Flowers and Irvine [7] in a rather 
different way. On the other hand, in order to obtain some of the H ö- 
gassen-Feldman results [8] we have to perform the diagnolisa- 
tion in the general case of as many excited pairs of particles as possible, 
having fixed n = 2 ß. However, we are rather interested in the depend
ence of the energy of the first excited level on the number of particles. 
In the approximation of the excitation of one pair of particles we obtain 
the characteristic feature of the dependence as shown in Figs. 1, 2. Higher 
approximation introduces no significant change in the shape of the curves.

For an odd number of particles the ground state will be that with 
the seniority equal to one. The Hamiltonian is still (9) but now we must 
take in the formula (11) the substitution

Q = 1) p = Vfi2 for n < 2 Qi

and Q = yßj P=-~-(ß2~ 1) for n > 2 (15)
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Fig. 1. The energy of the first excited 0+ state with seniority equal to zero, and 
fij = Q2 = 6, as a function of the strength G of pairing forces; n is the number 

of particles, e = E(Q2) — E(Qj)

We have to consider separately the case with the unpaired particle 
on the lower level, and on the higher, j2. level. These two groups of 
states are not connected by the Hamiltonian. We can set two secular 
problems (12) and obtain two groups of energy levels, say Eb E2, 
E'i, E'2,... The energy of the lowest excited state with J = ji (or j2) 
will be given by E\ — Et. We still can express that difference as 
a function of the number of particles. Let us notice that the difference 
E2 — Ei gives the energy of the excited level with the same spin as that 
of the ground state. In the unperturbed approximation the energy E2 — Er 
is exactly twice as large as E\ — EY.
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Fig. 2. The energy of the first excited 0+ state with seniority equal to zero and 
Qi = fi2 = 6 as a function of the number of particles(holes). The zero particles 
means that the Q! level is fully occupied and the Q2 level is completely empty.

G is the strength of pairing forces, e■ = E(Q2) — ElQj)

3. THE RESULTS

If we now restrict the problem to the case of = 2, Й2 = 4 (jj =3/2, 
Î2 — 7/2), the excited level with the energy E\ — Er will have the spin 
J = ji = 7/2 for n = 1, 3 and J = j2 = 3/2 for n — 5, 7, 9, 11. For n=l, 11 
the energy is just the difference between the energies of the two single 
particle shells ji and j2. Then, as the secular equation (12) is of the second 
order in the unknown E for E') for n = 3, 9, one can obtain the exact 
algebraic formulas for the energy of the excited level:

2/=l + p — 3æ + 6.25x2jł 2 — (1— æ-f-6.25æ2)’2 for n = 3,

y = 2 + (1 + x + 6.25x2)1/2 _ (1 + 3x + 6.25x2)1/2 for n = 9, 
where y = AE/e x = G/e
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For n = 5 the energy ДЕ is the difference between the two lowest roots 
of the secular equations of the third order. The same is true for n — 7. 
The curves are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The energy of the excited levels of odd nuclei in the mixed configuration 
(3/2+)nl (7/2~)n2 with the pairing approximation (seniority = 1). The spin and the 
parity of the ground state are taken to be jj(3/2T or 7/2—)

The experimental energies of the excited levels under consideration, 
i. e., the levels 3/2+, 7/2“ of the nuclei with 16 or 28 protons or neutrons 
are presented in Table 1 [9]. The energies 4.79 MeV and 2.937 MeV 
were regarded as the energy differences of the single particle levels 3/2+ 
and 7/2“ for the proton and neutron, respectively. The remaining energies 
of S35 and Sc49 gave (Fig. 4) G/e n = 0-3 and G/sp = 0.17. Thus we obtain
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Fig. 4. The dependence ot the energy of excited levels on the number of particles 
(corresponding to the lower curves of Fig. 3); a — denotes the experimental points

approximately G = 0.8 MeV in both cases. Then we can find probabilities 
of particular substates | Q Qo, P Po> which occur in the ground excited 
states of the nuclei under consideration. The probabilities are shown 
in Table 2.

Table 1

Nucleus Ground 
state

Excited 
state

ДЕ 
(MeV)

17CI16 3/2+ 1/2“ 4Л9

21^C28 7/2“ 3/2+ 2.5

lÄj 3/2+ 7/2“ 2.937

16S19 3/2+ 7/2“ 1.99

The value G = 0.8 MeV, the same for both protons and neutrons, 
seems to be too high. It can be due to a) the interpretation of the 
experimentally known energies as differences of two levels 3/2+, 7/2“ 
for protons and neutrons, and b) rather few experimentally known
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Table 2

Nucleus State Configuration Probability

16^19

ground
(3/2+)3 t 0.84

(3/2+)1 (7/2“)2 0.16

excited
(3/2+)2 (Т/г-)1 0.88

(7/2-)3 0.12

21^C28

ground

(З/2+)4 (7/2-)1 0.91

(3/2+)2 (7/2-)3 0.06

(7/2-)5 0.03

excited
(З/2+)3 (7/2-)2 0.94

(3/2+)‘ (7/2-)4 0.06

energies of the excited levels to be considered. For wider comparison 
with experiments, the odd nuclei in this region which we treat as nuclei 
”of two kinds of particles” ought to be taken into account. For those 
nuclei there are more experimentally known energies of the excited 
levels 3/2+ and 7/2“. But the extension of the theoretical calculation 
presented here is difficult because of the classification of nuclear states. 
It was shown by F 1 o w e r s [3] that the classification of the jn configur
ation can be performed with the help of the unimodular SU2j _ x and 
symplectic Sp2j x groups whose dimensions vary from shell to shell. 
Thus it was difficult, from the point of view of group theory, to deal 
even with two shells. But Helmers [6] as well as Flowers and 
Szpikowski [10] demonstrated that the extension of the quasi-spin 
formalism to two kinds of particles led to the classification of states in 
the j—] coupling under the orthogonal R5 group. The dimension of the 
group space independent of the angular momentum of the nuclear shell 
offers the possibility of extending the calculation presented here to the 
case of two kinds of particles. Such calculations were recently made [11] 
with the help of the matrix elements of generators in the R$ group 
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given by Hecht [12]. Although the interpretation of the results has 
not been published yet, some remarks can be given here.

Pairing interaction in the j—j coupling, due to the antisymmetric con
dition of the total wave function, can act only in the two-particle 
state with isospin T = 1. It is just the case for one kind of particles. But 
for both neutrons and protons the contribution to the total interaction 
resulting from the T = 0 state is not of small value. This interaction 
cannot be taken into account in the quasi-spin formalism for the j—j 
coupling and then, the final result is supposed to be not so good as that 
for one kind of particles. Let us finally notice that pairing interaction 
in LS coupling occurs both for T = 1 and T = 0. It was recently found [13] 
that the symmetry group of the pairing Hamiltonian in LS coupling is 
the orthogonal group R8 with the help of which similar calculations as 
those for R5 group in j—j coupling are, in principle, possible.

This work was done during my stay in the Department of Theoretical 
Physics, Manchester University. I wish to express my sincere gratitude 
to Professor В. H. Flowers for suggesting the problem and for inspiring 
discussions. I am also grateful to the Polish Ministry of Higher Education 
for a scholarship.
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STRESZCZENIE

Zastosowano formalizm quasi-spinu do oddziaływania typu pairing 
między identycznymi nukleonami na powłokach pÿ2 i Elementy 
macierzowe oddziaływania mogły być następnie dokładnie wyliczone, co 
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pozwoliło na diagonalizację hamiltonianu. Pokazano dalej, jak zmienia 
się energia określonego poziomu w zależności od liczby cząstek na nie- 
zamkniętej powłoce. Dokonano także porównania otrzymanych wyników 
z odpowiednimi danymi dla jąder nieparzystych z rozważanego regionu.

РЕЗЮМЕ

Формализм квази-спина применен к парному взаимодействию 
идентичных нуклонов на оболочках р+2 и f7/2. Это позволило 
точно вычислить матричные элементы взаимодействия, а в следу
ющем дягонализовать гамилтониян. В дальнейшем указано, как ме
няется энергия определенного уровня в зависимости от числа частиц 
в незаполненной оболочке. Сравнено также полученные результаты 
с известными данными для нечетных ядер рассматриваемой области.
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